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MAST Services
MAST has the experience, capability and global presence to provide comprehensive support 
to our clients.

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com

This report is copyright of Maritime Asset Security and Training (MAST) © 2017. All rights reserved.

This report is intended to provide general information about maritime intelligence topics but does not provide individual advice and the creators 
assume no liability for the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of any information contained herein, or though links you will find in it. Further-
more, using this report or sending MAST emails does not create a service provider- client relationship. It is intended only as an introduction to 
ideas and concepts only. It should not be treated as a definitive guide, nor should it be considered to cover every area of concern or regarded as 
an advice.

If you copy from this report, you have to refer to Maritime Asset Security and Training (MAST) Ltd as the source of the copied material.

You may not, except with our express written permission, commercially exploit the content. 

Maritime

• Counter piracy 

• ISPS services

• Training

• Dispute Resolution - Arundel Resolution 

Risk Consulting

• Due Diligence

• Risk management

• Crisis management

• EOD Services

• Training

Technical Yacht Security 

• Cyber Assurance Services

• System Design, Installation and Maintenance

• Bespoke Access & Oversight Capabilities

• Vessel Wide Risk System Integration

• Project Survey and Audits

• Technical Consultancy

• Cyber Risk Consultancy

• TSCM Sweeping Services

• Comms Vulnerability Assessments 

Physical and Asset Protection 

• Close Protection

• Residential Security

• Security Chauffeurs

• Events and Clubs

• Training

mailto:operations%40mast-security.com?subject=
http://www.mast-security.com/
http://www.arundelresolution.com/
http://mast-security.com/en/services/cyber-assurance-services/
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MAST UK
+44 (0)1279 216 726 
operations@mast-security.com 

MAST Singapore
+65 8302 7561
ben.stewart@mast-security.com

24/7 Emergency Telephone:
+44(0) 117 916 6012

The Maritime Intelligence Report Series focuses on:

• Operational risks in areas of instability which could 
affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and 
personnel ashore and at sea.

• In country reporting on key countries where civil con-
flict are directly impacting on maritime operations; and

• Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, pi-
racy and other related criminal activity.
 
MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first
hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support
and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
 
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of
MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence
specialises in providing clients with a suite of products 
and services, including; political and economic risk 
analysis, detailed port and vessel security briefs, vessel 
passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk 
management.
 
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts,
MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service per-
taining to all maritime affairs.

Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter  to keep abreast 
with these insightful weekly reports and more — in-
cluding real time security updates.

Editor: David Rider
www.mast-security.com

27th September 2017

Issue 95 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the fragile and conflict affected 
coastal states Libya, Somalia and Yemen. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, incidents affecting 
maritime security and influencing maritime news are also reported and analysed, focusing on 
the keys theatres of maritime instability.  

“Making the world a safer place to live and work”
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“Making the world a safer place to live and work”

Indian Ocean Region 
Puntland Maritime Police Forces (PMPF) have intercepted a large illegal weapons cache from a small 
boat at about 17Km east off Bosaso coast on Friday 22nd, Garowe Online reports. Reliable sources, told 
GO that the vessel with assortment of arms was seized by PMPF at dawn last night between 3:00am and 
4:00am after a tip-off from the International naval forces off Somalia seashore. 

Incidents: 
1. MV reported suspicious skiff at 0721 UTC in position 12:37N - 
047:28E, IRTC, Gulf of Aden. Single skiff sighted with three POB 
and weapons sighted. Reported Sept. 22nd (UKMTO).

India may purchase 22 ‘unarmed’ Guardian Drones from US
In a bid to counter China’s growing influence in the Asia-Pacific 
region, the Indian Navy is considering buying at least 22 Sea 
Guardian remotely-piloted vehicles from the United States.

Iran’s military support for the Houthis is not the biggest threat 
Last week, Vice Adm. Kevin M. Donegan, America’s highest-
ranking navy officer in the Middle East, warned of Iran’s evolv-
ing military support to the Houthis via the smuggling of increas-
ingly potent and advanced weapons. Yet despite Iran’s worrying 
military support to the Yemeni militant group, the deeper threat 
to Saudi and Emirati security is the ideological affinity between 
Iran’s hardliners and the Houthi leadership.

Maritime trade route vital for Sri Lanka
“The Indian Ocean has witnessed unparalleled maritime dan-
gers during the past decade such as proliferation of arms, piracy, 

human trafficking, maritime terrorism and narcotics trafficking 
which in turn threaten the stability of the region and pose a 
great threat to Sea Lines of Communication. In this regard, Sri 
Lanka Navy played an enormous role for nearly two decades to 
defeat maritime terrorism and further strengthened the mari-
time security and safety of SLOCs in Indian Ocean Region,” Navy 
Commander Travis Sinniah said on Sept. 22nd.

Oman eyes bigger slice of maritime oil trade
Oman, the biggest Arab oil producer outside of the Organisation 
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), is turning up the 
heat in a regional battle for business from ships in need of fuel 
with a $600 million (Dh2.2 billion) deal to build storage tanks at 
the port of Sohar.

Threat Assessment
To read about MAST’s services and standing threat assessment 
in the Indian Ocean Region, please click here.

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com
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http://www.mast-security.com/en/services/counter-piracy/indian-ocean/
http://mast-security.com/i/Downloads/MAST_Intrep_missile_attack_on%20coalition_warship.pdf
mailto:operations%40mast-security.com?subject=
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Somalia
The Somali government has repeated its plea for world leaders to lift the United Nations arms embargo, 
as the aid-dependent Horn of Africa nation continues to struggle with security threats from Al Shabab 
terrorist group. Delivering his speech to the United Nations General Assembly on Friday 22nd, Somalia 
Prime Minister Hassan Ali Khaire praised his country’s political and security development with the help 
of the African Union peacekeeping mission in Somalia.

Control of Somali territory (February 2017) Source: Wikime-
dia Commons

Kenya Committed to Stabilization of Somalia
Speaking during a high-level meeting on Somalia on the side-
lines of the ongoing United Nations General Assembly in New 
York, Kenyan Foreign Affairs Cabinet Secretary, Amina Moham-
ed, said as a neighbour, long-term friend and partner, Kenya will 
do whatever it can to help Somalia to remain on this positive 
trajectory.

AMISOM Troop Contributing Countries Urge International 
Community for Support
At a meeting called by called President Yoweri Museveni of 
Uganda, leaders of AMISOM troop contributing countries not-
ed that the financial constraint is becoming a hindrance to the 
smooth operation of the peacekeeping mission and called upon 
the international community to support AMISOM so that it 
would carry out its mission effectively.

Al Shabaab/ISIS
• Al Shabaab assassinated Somali Major General Abdullah Qar-
rah and his bodyguard in Mogadishu, Somalia on Sept. 25th, ac-
cording to their social media account. Maj. Gen. Qarrah served 
as deputy commander of logistics for the Somali National Army 
(SNA). 

• Al Shabaab claimed its militants destroyed a US armoured ve-
hicle in an ambush in Bula Gaduud, Lower Jubba region, south-
ern Somalia on Sept. 24th.

• Al Shabaab militants detonated an improvised explosive de-
vice (IED) targeting a convoy of Kenyan Defence Forces as it ex-
ited Bardhere city, Gedo region, southwestern Somalia on Sept. 
23rd.

• Al Shabaab claimed to have killed at least four Puntland state 
soldiers in an attack on Sept. 22nd near Galgala mountains in 
Bari region.

Analysis
Al Shabaab continues to mount operations against civilian and 
military targets in Somalia, seizing military bases and equipment 
before being driven off by AMISOM forces. The group has been in-
creasingly active in recent weeks, despite combined action against 
them from Somali, African Union and US forces.  
Threat Assessment
Somalia held Presidential elections in February 2017. After a 
peaceful transition of power, Somalia continues to face familiar 
problems. Al Shabaab frequently ambushes AMISOM and local se-
curity forces denying any significant process to the shaping of a sta-
ble country which is vital before Somalia can tackle humanitarian 
and economic issues. Somalia is recovering from a severe drought 
which led to widespread famine with an identified 2.9 million peo-
ple facing food insecurity. Youth unemployment in Somalia has 
not improved with 67% of Somali male youths aged between 14 
to 29 unemployed. Pirate financiers offer lucrative and attractive 
opportunities, and were seen to be increasingly active in the last 
inter-monsoon period. Somalia continues to be a permissive loca-
tion for kidnap and ransom piracy operations. Somalia has both an 
EU and UN arms embargo in place under UNSCR Resolution 2317 
in place until November 2017, which will likely be extended. The 
ongoing threat to shipping in the region has been made clear by 
the military bodies which monitor the region. A lack of adherence 
to BMP4 protocol, particularly not maintaining a safe distance off 
the coast, has increased risks to shipping. BMP4 advises: “non-
Somali fishing vessels should avoid operating or transiting within 
200nm of the coast of Somalia, irrespective of whether or not they 
have been issued with license to do so”. Merchant vessels would 
be wise to maintain the same distance from the coast, particularly 
ensuring that the Socotra Gap isn’t taken. All vessels are advised 
to update risk assessments and register with UKMTO/MSCHOA 
prior to entering the Indian Ocean High Risk Area.

“Making the world a safer place to live and work”

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com

 Under control of Al Shabaab and allies
 Under control of neutral forces
 Under control of Government and allies
 Somaliland Government
 Territory disputed by Puntland and Somaliland

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_in_Somalia_(2009%E2%80%93present)#/media/File:Somali_Civil_War_(2009-present).svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_in_Somalia_(2009%E2%80%93present)#/media/File:Somali_Civil_War_(2009-present).svg
mailto:operations%40mast-security.com?subject=
http://www.mast-security.com/
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Control of Yemen territory (Sept. 25th 2017)

Source:  Wikimedia Commons

Yemen
Kuwait announced that it would be willing to host political negotiations for Yemeni parties to reach a 
peace agreement at the UN General Assembly on Sept. 20th. Kuwait hosted a three-month negotiation 
brokered by the UN in 2016, which ended without a resolution. 

Hadi sees only a military solution to Yemen crisis
A solution in Yemen’s two and-a-half year-old civil war will likely 
come through military rather than political means, the coun-
try’s Saudi-backed president said, blaming the Iran-backed Al 
Houthis of obstructing chances of peace.

AQAP/Houthi-Saleh
• Al Houthi-Saleh forces reportedly detained a US citizen work-
ing for the Yemeni oil company, Safer, in Sana’a on September 
24th.

Threat Assessment 
Bordering the southern Red Sea and the GoA, Yemen’s civil 
warshows no sign of abating. At present, neither side has the 
military superiority to reunite the country under a single gover 
nment. The front lines have remained relatively stable for the 
last few months, but no political solution has been agreed 
upon, despite UN led negotiations. The resultant humanitarian 
crisis in Yemen is severe and deepening with 14.1 million people 
identified by the UN as currently at risk from extreme hunger 
and famine.
Not entirely surprisingly given that the Saudi led coalition re 
supplies its military operations from the sea, the conflict has 
spilt into the maritime domain. The main protagonists have 
been the Houthi rebels and they have been remarkably suc-
cessful at targeting warships and auxiliary vessels with missiles, 
anti-tank rockets and remotely controlled boats laden with  
explosives. While it is possible that a commercial vessel could 
fall victim to poor targeting the most worrying development is 
the deployment of sea mines by the Houthis in the entrances 
to harbours. We believe these have been locally manufactured 
and the clear and present danger is that any that are not iden-

tified and removed by the Saudi forces will in time break free 
from their moorings and drift. While there is little cause for con-
cern right now, this is something we will be watching closely for 
in the coming months.
The terrorist threat, likely to be led by AQAP, has been dem-
onstrated against LNGC Galicia Spirit in October 2016 and MT 
Muskie in May 2017. Both were attempted but failed attacks 
which occurred in the BAM and were against fuel laden ves-
sels. The intent of the attacks was to detonate a bomb either 
on or alongside the target vessel in order to cause a spectacular 
and/or considerable environmental damage which would det-
rimentally affect navigation through the strait. Official reports 
on the Galicia Spirit detail evidence of attempted boarding and 
substantial damage to the hull and superstructure of the ves-
sel. The bomb detonated prematurely and was supported by 
RPG and small arms fire. Similarly, the second attempt on the 
MT Muskie failed. It is feasible that a similar attack will be at-
tempted in the future.
Advice from the Combined Maritime Forces (CMF), recom-
mends that merchant traffic transiting the Gulf of Aden to the 
Red Sea are advised to pass through the area between 44 00 
East in the Gulf of Aden and 13 00 N in the Southern Red Sea 
during the hours of darkness and exit the Traffic Separation 
Scheme to the West of the Hanish Islands in daylight hours. 
The frequency of these incidents, where vessels are approached 
and in some cases attacked by armed men in small boats, indi-
cates that the threat assessment remains ‘Substantial’ – an at-
tack is a strong possibility. The recent threat by Houtis to target 
oil tankers should not be ignored by CSOs and Masters. 

MAST recommends BMP measures be enforced and watches 
strengthened during transits in the region. 

Houthi 

Pro Hadi Government Forces

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP)

“Making the world a safer place to live and work”
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UN Verification and Inspection Mechanism for Yemen (UNVIM)

The UN’s Secretary-General has decided to institute a UNVIM for the facilitation of commercial imports to Yemen, at the request 
of the Government of the Republic of Yemen and in line with Security Council resolution 2216 (2015). 

UNVIM is operational with immediate effect. Shipping companies or vessel owners shipping commercial goods or services to any 
port not under the direct control of the Government of Yemen (Salif, Mokha, Hudaydah and associated oil terminals) need to ap-
ply for permits upon departure of the port of origin of their cargo. For further details click here.  

UN arms embargo imposed by UN Security Council Resolution 2216 of 2015 is in place.  

Port Aden:  

 • The port of Aden is under the protection of the Republic of Yemen security forces. 

 • Merchant vessels wishing to enter Yemeni ports must first  apply for a permit through the Yemeni Ministry of Transportation; 
contact: yemen.transport@gmail.com for more information. 

 • Final clearance to enter Yemeni ports (with permits in place) is authenticated by the coalition guard ship. 

 • Port Ash Shihr: Fully operational. 

Port Salif: Fully operational.   

Port Hudaydah: Fully operational.  

Port Mokha: Status - Closed: Currently classified as ‘Not Safe’. 

Port Al Mukalla: Fully operational.     

Port of Balhaf: Status - Closed: LNG terminal remains closed. Now under control of Saudi and Yemeni forces.

Port of Ras Isa: Status - Closed. Safer oil terminal remains closed, Safer Company (SEPOC) does not allow vessels to berth at 
Safer Marine Terminal if they do not have an agreement signed by them according to the protocol between buyer and Yemeni 
government. 

Yemen Ports
Nothing significant to report. 

“Making the world a safer place to live and work”

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com
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Mediterranean 
A powerful armed group, known for smuggling people from Libya, is seeking legitimacy and state secu-
rity jobs from the Tripoli government in exchange for stopping migrant boats from leaving the coast of 
Sabratha for Italy, a senior group member said.
The group, the Anas Al-Dabbashi brigade, struck a deal with Libya’s UN-backed Government of National 
Accord (GNA) this summer to clamp down on trafficking, the senior brigade member, who gave his name 
as Mohamed, told Reuters.

Violent Clashes Rage On in Libya’s Sabratha
The western Libyan city of Sabratha has witnessed violent 
clashes for a week between rival armed groups, which have 
caused dozens of casualties and forced residents to flee their 
homes. The fighting apparently followed attempts by the army 
to disrupt fuel and people smuggling operations. 

64 migrants caught off Kuşadası , Turkey
A total of 64 migrants were caught on a plastic boat off the 
touristic town of Kuşadası in the Aegean province of Aydın. A 
Coast Guard Command plane spotted the boat full of migrants 
off the Davutlar district at around 6 am on Sept. 24th and a CG 
boat was sent to detain them.

At least 19 killed after boat carrying migrants sinks off Turkey
At least 19 people were killed after a fishing boat carrying mi-
grants sank off the northwestern Turkish coast of Kocaeli in 
the Black Sea early on Sept. 22nd. A pregnant woman was re-
portedly among those killed migrants in the accident. 

Spain Saves 64 Migrants From 2 Boats
AP reports that Spanish rescue services rescued the occupants 
of two small boats attempting to cross the Mediterranean sea 
on Friday 22nd. The vessels were stopped near Alboran island, 
in the Western Mediterranean, east of the Strait of Gibraltar. 

Shipwreck off Libyan coast leaves over 100 migrants missing
More than 100 migrants are missing after a shipwreck off the 
coast of western Libya, the Libyan navy said on Thursday 21st.

The current migrant smuggling situation
Despite deals between Italy and Libyan militias and others to 
suppress migrancy, boats from Libya are still setting out into the 
Mediterranean. The efforts to stop them seem to be part of a 
domestic effort in Italy to reduce fears of migrancy ahead of the 
Italian elections. 
While some NGO groups have now returned to the region, the 
aggressive approach taken by Libyan elements remains of great 
concern. However, migrant levels have dropped considerably, al-
though deaths have risen as migrants take greater risks and use 
even more dangerous craft to attempt the crossing. Moves by the 
EU and UN to bolster border controls in sub-Saharan countries 
and efforts to improve conditions for migrants in Libyan deten-
tion centres continue. The current fighting in Sabratha, a smug-
gling hub, between militias and the UN-backed government’s 
armed forces highlight the lack of control in the region and the 
dangers faced by migrants. 

“Making the world a safer place to live and work”

    Migrant crossings 2015-2017. Source:  UNHRC

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com

Map depicting major migrant routes in the Mediterranean (Sept. 26th 2017).  Source: UNHRC 

mailto:operations%40mast-security.com?subject=
http://www.mast-security.com/
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Libya
The US military said on Sunday 24th that it had conducted drone strikes on a Daesh training camp in 
Libya, killing 17 militants in the first US air strikes in the strife-torn North African nation since January. A 
half-dozen “precision strikes” on Friday 22nd hit a training camp about 241km southeast of Sirte, from 
which militants were moving fighters in and out of the country, stockpiling weapons and equipment, and 
plotting and conducting attacks.

“Making the world a safer place to live and work”

Haftar makes Rome trip
The head of the Libyan National Army (LNA) Khalifa Hafter is in 
Rome where he is due to have talks with Italian defence minis-
ter, Roberta Pinotti. The discussions are expected to focus both 
on efforts to solve the Libyan crisis and the issue of migrants 
heading to Italy from Libya. 

Analysis
The return of Islamic State to the Al-Jufra region will be seen 
as a challenge to Haftar’s rule. After months of fighting to liber-
ate Sirte and Derna, his Libyan National Army  (LNA) forces are 
likely to begin a new campaign against the Islamists in order to 
maintain Haftar’s powerbase. Reports from the region suggest 
that the Government of National Accord (GNA) has done a deal 
with Italy which will see militias being paid to turn back migrant 
boats in Libya’s waters. This move has not been welcomed by 
other governments who recognise that many militias operate 
in a legal vacuum. 
Continuing oil supply issues, with pipeline shut downs due to 
militia actions, have led the NOC to warn that production is 
currently down by 360,000 barrels per day (bpd), costing the 
country around $160 million in oil revenue. To combat this, the 
NOC will be using a sea route to supply Zawiya refinery after the 
Sharara, El Feel and Hamada oilfields were closed.

There has been no news on when peace talks between the HoR 
and GNA may take place. However, it is possible that rival mili-
tias are again challenging Haftar’s forces on behalf of the GNA. 
Ports currently operational in Libya are: Mellitah, Zawiyah, Trip-
oli, Misrata, Marsa El Brega, Tobruk, Al Khoms, Marsa El Hariga. 
Farwah, Bouri, Zuwarah, Zuetina (currently offline) and Es Sider.

Threat Assessment
With Libya’s focus on maintaining oil output in order to feed the 
economy, there are risks to the oil and gas sector from militias 
loyal to the GNA unity government who have attacked termi-
nals and pipelines in the past. Recent calls by the National Oil 
Company (NOC) to the EU, asking for EUNAVFOR engagement  
in anti-fuel smuggling interdictions are unlikely to be met by the 
EU. Instead, further equipment and training has been offered 
to the Libyan Coast Guard. The suggested Code of Conduct for 
NGO rescue missions operating off the coast of Libya would see 
the Coast Guard given more control over rescue missions, and 
further equipment and funding has been promised by the EU, 
while Italy has begun training the CG and Navy. This may see 
an increased CG presence in the region and Masters should be 
aware.
Vessels should ensure they have the correct permission from 
the appropriate authority before entering Libyan waters. The 
arrest of two tankers and a trawler, said to be fishing illegal-
ly, highlights the new aggressive approach being taken by the 
Coast Guard and the need for proper paperwork when transit-
ing these waters. 
There have been reports of Libyan Coast Guard vessels abusing 
their power, particularly concerning migrants.  
The majority of vessels calling at Libyan ports are trouble free, 
however there is scope for vessels to encounter local issues.  It 
is advised that before visiting a risk assessment is conducted on 
the area of operation and the fast moving political and military 
situations monitored closely.

MAST is able to provide risk assessments and crew training to 
improve situational awareness and risk appreciation. The addi-
tional threat to shipping should not be taken lightly. 

Control of Northern Libyan territory (Sept. 26th 
2017)

Source: Wikimedia Commons

Controlled by the Tobruk led government

Controlled by the Government of National Accord

Controlled by ISIS

Controlled by local forces

Controlled by Tuareg forces

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com
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Gulf of Guinea
Six security operatives on an escort mission were feared dead on the night of Sept. 22nd in Bayelsa 
State. The security operatives were attacked by sea pirates along the Ekebiri waterways in Southern Ijaw 
Local Government Area of Bayelsa State, according to local reports. Confusion over the number of fatali-
ties remains, with several Nigerian agencies claiming different casualty figures. 

Incidents:  
1. Tug and barge with combined team of policemen and Nigeria 
Security and Civil Defence Corp and civilians was attacked by 
five gunmen around 1845 UTC near position 04:26N – 006:40E 
on the San Bartolomeo River, Ekebiri, Rivers State, Nigeria. One 
policeman, one NSCDC and one civilian shot and one person 
still missing. One policeman, three NSCDC and four civilians res-
cued by security team. Search party deployed for missing po-
liceman. Reported Sept. 18th.

Pirates attack passenger boat in Bayelsa State, Nigeria
Two people were reportedly killed on Sept. 25th when armed 
men, suspected to be pirates, attacked a passenger boat along 
the Okoroma axis of the Nembe/Brass waterways in Bayelsa 
East senatorial district.

Oil Majors Brace For More Niger Delta Attacks
The slow pace of talks between the Nigerian government and 
representatives from the Niger Delta—exacerbated by the im-
pending 2019 elections—have frustrated the militants who 
prompted the negotiations, causing oil majors to be concerned 
about an impending wave of attacks on the oil and gas infra-
structure in the area, a new research note from Verisk Ma-
plecroft says.

JTF Rescues Soldiers Abducted By Niger Delta Militants
The Joint Task Force (JTF) in the Niger Delta said on Sept. 21st 
that they had carried out a successful operation to free two sol-
diers abducted by suspected militants in the Niger Delta region. 
Four civilian abductees were also rescued during the operation. 

PANDEF begs Army to abort Operation Crocodile Smile II in 
Delta
Niger Delta Forum, PANDEF, the umbrella body of the mon-
archs, leaders and stakeholders of the coastal states of Niger 
Delta, has appealed to the authorities of the Nigerian Army to 
reconsider launching Operation Crocodile Smile II in the oil re-
gion, saying there was no basis for it.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s current Threat Assessment on the Gulf of Guin-
ea region, please click here.
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South East Asia
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean) members will make use of lessons learnt from the 
Philippines’ experience with the Maute-Abu Sayyaf in confronting the rise of violent extremism in the 
region, Interior Secretary Catalino Cuy said on Sept. 24th. Cuy announced that the regional bloc late last 
week adopted the ‘Manila Declaration to Counter the Rise of Radicalisation and Violent Extremism’, to 
counter an emerging threat to the region.

Hijack 
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Incidents: 
1. Unnoticed robbers boarded an anchored bulk carrier during 
cargo operations between 1700 – 2300 UTC in position 20:54.3N 
– 107:16.3E, Campha Inner Anchorage, Vietnam. Duty crew 
on routine rounds noticed the paint store padlock broken and 
raised the alarm. Incident reported to Port Authorities through 
local agents. Ship’s stores were reported stolen. Reported Sept. 
19th  (IMB). (Not shown on map).

2 Vietnamese fishermen found dead on boat off Pangasinan, 
5 detained
Two Vietnamese fishermen were found dead on a vessel which 
a Navy patrol had boarded at dawn on Saturday for fishing in 
the waters off Bolinao town in Pangasinan province, a Navy of-
ficial said on Sunday 24th.

11 Indonesian pirates jailed for hijacking oil tanker
Eleven Indonesian citizens were sentenced to 16 years’ jail 
each, with six of them to be given five strokes of the cane, by 
two Sessions Court in Kuala Terengganu on Sept. 24th, after 
they pleaded guilty to hijacking an oil tanker in the waters off 
Terengganu, early this month.

7 Abu Sayyaf militants captured in Kuala Lumpur
Malaysian authorities are holding 7 Filipino militants who are 

members of the notorious jihadist group Abu Sayyaf following 
their capture in Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia did not release the iden-
tities of the militants, but police said their ages are between 22 
and 38, who managed to slip into the capital from the eastern 
state of Sabah near Tawi-Tawi, a province in the Muslim autono-
mous region in southern Philippines.

Philippine navy, air force conduct joint maritime drill to im-
prove interoperability
The Philippine Navy and Air Force have began a pilot maritime 
exercise to improve interoperability in monitoring internal se-
curity and territorial defense in western Mindanao, a military 
statement said on Thursday 21st.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s current Threat Assessment on the South East 
Asia region, please click here.

MAST is able to provide an armed protection solution to clients 
transiting the region. Please contact us for further details. 

“Making the world a safer place to live and work”

Theft
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Central and South America 
The Panama Canal’s VUMPA system, streamlining processes for vessels using the waterway, began to 
show its benefits with the first ships arriving on Sunday 24th, Splash 24/7 reported. VUMPA is an elec-
tronic system that requires ships to provide required information in advance of their arrival so that gov-
ernment bodies can carry out risk assessment and be ready for inspection by a single official.

Incidents: 
1. 22.09.2017: 0300 UTC: Posn: 10:09.27N – 064:47.63W, Puer-
to Jose Anchorage, Venezuela.
Duty officer onboard an anchored bulk carrier raised the alarm 
when the duty AB did not respond to a call on the walkie talkie. 
Crew mustered and carried out a search for the duty AB who 
was found tied up on the forecastle. Hearing the alarm and see-
ing the alerted crew the robbers were seen escaping. Upon in-
specting the bosun store it was found large quantity of ship’s 
stores stolen. Authorities notified.

Standing advice: 
The repercussions of a vessel being caught acting as a mule with 
drugs stowed will depend on the type, amount and national 
laws, but may be disruptive and costly. When and if operating 
in these areas, especially Columbia and Peru, it is advised that: 
• Potential stowage areas such as rudder shafts are denied as 
far as possible, and/or routinely searched. 
• Access points are closely monitored by a vigilant watch for the 
duration of the vessel’s call at port. 

Hijack

Kidnap

Approach/Attack

Suspicious Activity 

Theft 
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Severe Weather Warnings 
Warnings detailed on this page are from the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) and are issued 
by respective Regional Specialised Metrological Centres, Tropical Cyclone Centres or National Meteoro-
logical Services. For further information on severe weather warnings please click here.   

Note: The forecasts are correct as of the day before publication. For latest updates please follow the provided links. 
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